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Our Envirogully range offers a unique, eco friendly and very effective method
of removing Hydrocarbons and Oil Derivatives from the surface water in the
unit.

The Envirogully features a specially designed adaptor (EGA), which comes pre
fitted into the overflow of the Envirogully itself (as shown opposite). The Adaptor
incorporates a patented Smart Sponge® block. This unique Smart Sponge®

technology, creates a very porous structure with hydrophobic and oleophilic
characteristics, capable of selectively removing hydrocarbons, while allowing
high flow rates of surface water. The Envirogully’s (EGA) effects no loss of
hydraulic capacity or engineering design.

How it works
Hydrocarbons being lighter than water, sit at the surface of the Envirogully, these
hydrocarbons are then absorbed by the Smart Sponge®  block inside the (EGA)
- Envirogully Adaptor. The Smart Sponge® block swells but maintains porosity
and its core filtering capabilities. Smart Sponge’s® unique molecular structure
is based on a patented, innovative polymer technology that is chemically
selective to hydrocarbons. The Smart Sponge technology transforms the
pollutants into a stable solid waste for easy recycling. Smart Sponge® also
incorporates an anti-microbial technology, capable of destroying disease
carrying micro-organisms from surface water, such as E.coli, Streptococcus,
Enterococci etc.

Adaptorbility
The Envirogully Adaptor (EGA) can also be supplied separately for retrofitting
into existing road or yard gullies and we have a range of different adaptors
available to fit the rodding/overflow on most plastic, clayware and concrete
gullies.

The EGA’s push fit design incorporates a rubber gasket, which is simple to fit.

Simply remove the rodding plug (if fitted), then ensure you use enough lubricant
on the gasket on the EGA and also in the overflow and push the EGA into the
socket, ensuring a snug fit.

The EGA is designed to last 12 months in a worst case scenario and
maintenance is very simple and takes just a few seconds to replace the Smart
Sponge block inside.
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Product Code Gully ø
internal

Outlet
Socket

Overall
Depth

(mm) (mm) (mm)

EG450750160 450 160 EN1401 750

EG450750150 450 150 twinwall 750

EG450900160 450 160 EN1401 900

EG450900150 450 150 twinwall 900

Product Code Description

EGAPU160 Fits all Plastic 160mm gully outlets

EGAPU178 Fits all Plastic 178mm gully outlets

EGACU150 Fits all Concrete 150mm gully outlets
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Surface Water Flow
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